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1

Executive summary

In the year since Ofcom’s 2014 Infrastructure Report, investment from service providers, government and
local bodies has continued to drive the availability of ‘superfast’ broadband. However, that report made
clear that considerations other than speed could be important when considering the quality of the services
enjoyed by consumers, particularly with access beyond 10Mbps – far lower than superfast speeds.
This report builds on that principle and considers the digital experience quality typically seen from a sample
group of over 2,000 consumers in the UK. Both consumer and Small to Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs)
services accessed over residential broadband were considered and, in particular, this report explores:
•

How the quality of typical services varies as access speed increases;

•

How much variability exists between different providers, service types and rural/urban consumers;

•

What and where are the principal issues that reduce the quality of these services.

The results presented here show that consumer service quality generally increases with access speed, but
not to a point where excellent service is consistently seen, even at superfast speeds. As in similar research
conducted over previous years, the improvement beyond around 10Mbps becomes much less marked.
Noticeable levels of variability are seen in the expected quality consumers would experience, across all of
the online services considered. Above around 10Mbps, the reasons for these variations were widespread
and could be linked to different combinations of performance issues in the in-home network, the ISP
provider networks and connections to and within the wider Internet.
Rural users often see significantly increased incidences of poor quality compared to their urban
counterparts, due in part to a higher percentage of very low speed lines in rural areas. Here, as opposed to
urban environments, access speed is often the most urgent limiting factor in the quality of consumers’
service. In urban environments, where broadband provision of greater than 10Mbps is more prevalent, other
factors dominate in driving consumer quality.
For the services considered, digital experience quality was much less consistent for SME services than for
consumer services. In some cases, very low levels of quality were seen, which suggests that some SME
services cannot be well supported over some residential consumer broadband lines and those digital supply
chains may not be well optimised. The results show that poor consumer and SME digital experience quality is
linked to performance issues in consumers’ homes (e.g. poor Wi-Fi), in the ISP providers’ networks and
upstream in the wider Internet (e.g. from other network and online content providers). Variations in digital
experience quality, sometimes extreme variations, were found between different types of online services,
ISP providers, access speeds and between rural and urban areas.
Taken together, these results underline the importance of considering the entirety of Internet digital supply
chains, which comprise the end-to-end sets of network infrastructures and providers between consumers
and online content. Every part of each supply chain must work well with the others to deliver a high quality
service to the broadband consumer. A focus on only one part of the supply chain, be that access speed or
anything else, cannot in itself guarantee consistently high quality services.
Now that the methodology used in this approach has been better established, this report recommends that
it is used to create a UK-wide dataset capable of benchmarking broadband service quality across the UK.
Such a dataset could be used by relevant stakeholders to enhance consumer choice along with providers’
delivery and management of services. It could also help inform regulatory and policymakers’ frameworks for
helping improve consumers’ online experience, and action and investment focus for network and content
providers. Ofcom themselves could be ideally placed to direct the procurement and analysis of such data,
both from the perspective of rigorous independence and existing activities across all relevant stakeholder
groups.
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2

Introduction

2.1 Actual Experience’s engagement with Ofcom
Over the past two and a half years, Actual Experience has worked with Ofcom to analyse consumer Internet
services across the UK.
This work has been based on the premise that, even though access to fast and superfast broadband has
steadily increased, consumers still see evidence of poor and variable quality with the services they use.
Ofcom has asked Actual Experience to investigate popular services, such as web browsing, video streaming,
voice and some SME services to provide information around how and why consumers continue to see
instances of poor quality.
Previous reports have focussed on that investigation and Actual Experience’s methodology, including
information published alongside the 2014 Infrastructure Report 1. This showed results suggesting that access
speed, although necessary, is not sufficient to guarantee a high quality Internet service. In fact, with access
above around 8-10Mbps, speed generally ceases to become the dominant factor in determining digital
experience quality. Actual Experience’s methodology of looking across digital supply chains exposed areas of
quality-affecting issues in home environments, in broadband providers and upstream network and content
providers. This set of data is useful not only to Ofcom, but also to infrastructure providers and content
providers who work to improve the digital experience quality enjoyed by their customers. It may also be of
value to consumers in helping identify areas where they may be able to improve matters themselves..
Additional work has demonstrated that the Actual Experience methodology is successful in correlating its
automated analysis of service quality with consumers’ surveyed opinions, for a statistically significant sample
group of UK consumers.

2.2 Aims and goals
This report builds on the previously published work and Actual Experience’s latest methodological
developments to deliver the following results:

1

•

An evaluation of the performance of Internet use for a number of different online services (see §2.3
below);

•

A comparison of the typical quality delivered across a range of access speeds (see §5 below);

•

Identification of why and where in the digital supply chain degradation of quality occurs (see §6 and
7 below).

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/technology-research/2014/performance-eval.pdf
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2.3 Digital services considered
The digital services chosen for analysis represent a set of popular services for UK consumers as well as
services that small business users may choose to run over residential broadband lines, and exhibit a range of
different sensitivities and behaviours across the digital supply chains analysed:
•

Common consumer services
Web browsing
Streaming Video
Consumer voice-over-IP

•

Common SME services:
Thin client services delivered via VPN
Video conferencing
A popular cloud service

2.4 Access types considered
2.4.1

Technology

No restrictions have been placed on subscribers in terms of their access technology and the following have
been seen in the consumer base used for this project:
ADSL variants
VDSL (FTTC)
FTTP/H
Cable
Other (e.g. legacy dial-up, satellite)
When considering the broadband package type, these fall into two main categories – legacy ADSL up to and
including ADSL2+ and superfast services – FTTx/VDSL and cable, e.g. HFC 2.
2.4.2

Package speeds

Packages and actual speeds have been divided into the following categories: <2Mbps, 2-10Mbps, 1030Mbps, 30-80Mbps and >80Mbps. In line with Ofcom’s current definitions, speeds of 30Mbps and faster
are considered ‘superfast’.
2.4.3

Providers considered

Primary analysis is for the four largest UK providers in terms of subscriber base – BT, Sky, TalkTalk and Virgin.
Information relating to other providers has been aggregated and included where relevant.

2

Hybrid Fibre-Coax, an access infrastructure technology used by cable TV/broadband providers
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2.5 Subscriber base
There are 2,345 subscribers for whom there was declared data from the point of registration for the BbFix
project (see §4.2 below).
Package speeds are shown below.

Figure 1 – Subscribers by package speed

In its 2014 Infrastructure Report, Ofcom found that 71% of homes had ‘standard’ broadband connections as
defined above, whereas 29% had cable or ‘superfast’ packages. This suggests that our survey results are
broadly representative of UK consumer broadband with respect to package speeds. 3
The map overleaf shows the geographic distribution of those subscribers across the UK.

3

Ofcom’s current definition for ‘superfast’ is >30Mbps. Thus the package speeds declared by the consumers above, at their point of
registration for BbFix, does not match that. This is due to the BbFix project having been in operation for some time prior to Ofcom
providing that definition to Actual Experience. Line-speed measurements presented later in this report, do conform to Ofcom’s
standard speed bandings.
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Figure 2 – Geographic distribution of UK BbFix subscribers

2.5.1

By provider

Here we see the breakdown of subscribers by provider. There are over 100 providers for whom there is good
data (the provider can be positively identified) at the time of writing, although the vast majority of users take
broadband from one of the providers named below.

Figure 3 – Subscribers by provider
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3

Internet digital supply chains

The Internet is a global mesh of interconnected providers of network, content and infrastructure services, all
of whom must work together to enable consumers and businesses to work, play, transact, interact and
communicate on-line.
When a user consumes a piece of content, be that a corporate service or, for example, BBC iPlayer at home,
they must connect through this complex infrastructure to the location where the content is held. The set of
multiple providers and infrastructures between them and their content can be thought of as a digital supply
chain.
Visibility and understanding of how providers in these digital supply chains operate together is critical to
understanding consumers’ digital experience quality – in the same way as physical supply chains demand
that factories or logistical elements must work together to deliver high-quality products to consumers.
A consumer's perception of their service comes from the many interactions between these many parts of
the digital supply chain – not simply how well or poorly one bit is performing. Seemingly benign variations in
different places may combine to push Internet service quality over an ‘experience cliff’ – the point at which
the consumer notices a degradation in service quality. One practical impact of this complexity is that,
whereas behaviours in one supply chain can push quality over that cliff, the same behaviours may not do so
in another supply chain. This creates the variability in the quality of the service that the consumers receive
and illustrates why an ‘outside-in’ analysis – a view explicitly from the users' perspective of their service – is
essential. To achieve that, the analysis must extend across the whole of the supply chain between the
consumer themselves, right through to the relevant content.
Actual Experience delivers such a digital supply chain analysis to organisations around the world – providing
an analogous level of visibility to that which has existed across physical supply chains for many decades. In
the context of our work with Ofcom, this involves the use of digital Voice of the Customer 4 analysis and
enumeration of the digital supply chains that exist between consumers involved in the project and the
content of interest to Ofcom.
These digital supply chains contain many elements belonging to the multiple providers who either serve or
carry content to consumers. In this report, as in those delivered to Ofcom previously, these have been
simplified and grouped together into the four broad areas shown overleaf.

4

The digital Voice of the Customer is a score produced by Actual Experience’s automated analysis of digital supply chain
performance. It has been shown to correlate closely with human users’ surveyed opinion of the quality of the services they consume.
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Information delivered from content providers to consumers at home

Figure 4 – Delivery of content across Internet digital supply chains

Home:

The consumer’s home environment, consisting of the router or device supplied by their
broadband provider, along with Wi-Fi or other mechanisms within the home, through which the
consumer connects to the Internet.

Access 5:

The broadband provider’s local infrastructure – physically connecting the consumer to the
provider’s network, often along with many other consumers in that geographic area.

ISP:

The regional and national networks of the broadband provider, upstream of the local
infrastructure considered in the Access segment.

Upstream: Other network providers and content providers that form the part of the digital supply chain
between the broadband provider and the content itself.

5

Technical note: The access regime lies between the WAN-facing port of the consumer’s home router and the first IP (layer 3)
element in the ISP’s network, and incorporates all intermediate transmission elements in between.
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4

The Measurement Methodology

Additional detail on Actual Experience’s methodology is available in the report published alongside Ofcom’s
2014 Infrastructure Report 6 and in Appendix C – Methodology, below.

4.1 Background
Actual Experience is the commercialisation of 10 years of academic research, led by Professor Jonathan Pitts,
at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL). This research, and the advanced analytics produced, are based
on the contention that when considering the performance of the providers across digital supply chains, it is
critical to measure and understand how consumers perceive the effects of those providers’ behaviour on the
quality of their services. In the corporate context, this relates directly to the ability of users to be productive
and is thus of profound economic value – something that is equally true when considering the social and
economic productiveness of ‘Digital Britain’.
To understand the quality of services delivered, it is critical that analysis is conducted continuously –
snapshot measurements cannot be considered a proxy for a consumer’s experience of a product over any
period of time. Within this context, there are three components to an Actual Experience deployment: Digital
Users (DUs), the Analytics Cloud and the Web UI.

6

•

A DU is a small piece of software that resides on a device in the same location as the users whose
digital quality is being analysed. That device can be a user or standalone PC (Mac, Windows or Linux)
or, for example, a Raspberry Pi. The DU takes continuous measurements that are then analysed to
produce the digital Voice of the Customer (dVoC) score and understand the performance of the
digital supply chain.

•

The Analytics Cloud is the heart of Actual Experience – where all analysis happens – and consists of
high-powered computational clusters located in secure datacentres. The Analytics Cloud processes
the results of DU measurements through sophisticated algorithms to produce two things: firstly, the
dVoC scores and secondly the correlations required to benchmark digital supply chains – identifying
sources of underperformance that affect the quality of the digital products delivered.

•

The Digital Supply Chain Director consists of a set of dashboards and is how results are presented to
customers. Access is via any modern web browser, and customers are presented with three core
pieces of information:
o

A benchmark of how good digital product and service quality should be
(i.e. if everything worked well across that digital supply chain)

o

A continuous digital Voice of the Customer score
(near real-time digital experience quality, analysed for every active Digital User)

o

Continuous analysis of the digital supply chain
(over time, to find the things that affect the digital Voice of the Customer and hence, for
enterprises and providers, allow effort to be focussed to greatest effect on improving quality
and consistency)

http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/technology-research/2014/performance-eval.pdf
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4.2 The BbFix® Project
BbFix is Actual Experience’s consumer recruitment programme – offering a version of our analysis and
results, free of charge, to consumers around the world. A subset of UK subscribers was drawn from this
crowd-sourced user-base for this report.
In the BbFix version of the UI shown below, the three core pieces of information are summarised for each
service:
•

The digital Voice of the Customer – current, monthly average and the best level of quality that the
supply chain can support;

•

A quality clock – a 24-hour clock – showing the continuous and average quantification of actual
digital quality over the past 30 days;

•

Where it's going wrong – a visual indication of weaknesses in the digital supply chain (divided into
Home, Broadband Provider, and The Internet) that affect digital quality.

Figure 5 – The dashboard accessed by BbFix subscribers
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5

Quality analysis

Results are presented in several sections – first considering the overall quality of services delivered and then
looking in more detail at specific aspects. This section concentrates on consumer services, with some
additional information provided for three common SME services in §7 below. This latter provides some
understanding of how well consumer broadband services are able to support such business-focussed
services.
In addition to the concept of the digital supply chain described above, the following terms are used
extensively in the results below:
•

dVoC score as defined above. This is one result of Actual Experience’s analysis of digital supply chains
– a continuously generated score that gives a close indication of a consumer’s digital experience
quality, at any given point in time.
For each result, an average dVoC score out of 100 is provided for the period of analysis relevant to
this report and these should be interpreted as follows:
o

A score of 80 or above indicates a typically perfect service – no problems in the digital supply
chain that a consumer would experience as reduced quality;

o

Scores below 80 indicate a general reduction in quality, with 70 suggesting an ‘irritating but
usable’ service (e.g. a video stream that buffers or pixelates, but does play);

o

Scores of 60 or below indicate a level of quality likely to be perceived as very frustrating and
increasing the likelihood of users simply giving up.

This is consistent with the descriptions show on the dashboard provided to BbFix subscribers (see
Figure 5 above).
•

A result labelled as ‘poor quality time’. Previous work has shown a very strong correlation between
how consumers perceive the overall quality of their service and how often instances of poor quality
occur. For example, if a video stream briefly buffers, then plays smoothly, then briefly buffers again,
it will not take many such instances before a typical user has a lowered opinion of the quality of the
service. This analysis shows that variability of service quality – how often a consumer might expect
to see instances of poor quality in any typical hour’s usage of their broadband service.
Poor quality time is expressed as how many minutes in any given hour a consumer might expect
things not to be working well.

These concepts underline the importance of continuous analysis. It’s not obvious when an event may occur
that results in a momentary or longer degradation in quality, thus is it critical that measurements and
analysis take place continuously, over a long enough period to see instance of variability in the consumer’s
experience, be they for short or long periods. For this report, a minimum of 40 hours of measurement data
was required for a specific consumer’s results to be included in the analysis.
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5.1 Provider analysis
5.1.1

Overall service quality across speed bandings

Figure 6 – Quality across speed bandings
The two concepts defined above – the digital Voice of the Customer (dVoC) score and poor quality time are
used here to illustrate how service quality varies across the speed bandings defined in §2.4.2 above.
We see typical quality increasing steadily but modestly from a fairly low base of around 60 for the lowest
speed lines, to fairly good, but not outstanding levels, for superfast speeds.
One of the principal drivers behind this improvement is the reduction in the frequency of poor quality
experiences. This means that consumers with the lowest speed services might expect around 10 minutes in
any given hour where services are just not working well. In the context of, say, watching a film, this would
mean a very frustrating experience, as very frequent buffering, freezing or other things occur that would
impact the experience of the viewer. In the 10-30Mbps and 30-80Mbps ranges, this drops to a little under
four minutes – still enough to impact a number of services a typical consumer might use. In the highest
speed category, there is slightly more consistency, and about a minute and a half of poor quality might be
expected during a typical hour’s use.
The conclusion here is that very high speeds do not push the scores to a level suggesting a consistently
excellent standard of quality, and that the difference between the 10-30Mbps and 30-80Mbps ranges is very
small. This underlines previous results that suggest that:
a) access speed plays a significant role in improving quality up to approx. 10Mbps, but;
b) beyond that point, other factors must be considered if quality and consistency for consumers is to be
improved further.
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5.1.2

Service quality variation across the four largest providers

Figure 7 – Quality variation across speed bandings

In previous work, surveys were undertaken with consumers prior to any quality analysis being made. This
work was done to prove the correlations between that analysis and ‘real’ consumer opinion.
In the survey, consumers were asked to grade the quality of their Internet services in-line with the following
categories:
•

Excellent – everything just works and I can do what I want, when I want;

•

Good – things work well with occasional slowdowns/glitches;

•

Frustrating – usable, but frequent slowdowns, freezes or problems;

•

Terrible – I can’t rely on my service at all for the things I want to do.

Questions were asked based on their overall perception of service and a number of more detailed
characteristics.
Actual Experience analysis then showed correlations of mean dVoC scores and the frequency of poor quality
occurrences against those categories. In the results shown here, the Underperforming category represents
results that would correlate with a Frustrating or worse perception of the service quality, where as
Performing equates to Good or better.
We can see a notable improvement (just over 60%) in well performing services between the lowest-speed
connections and up to 10Mbps, with a smaller improvement (just under 30%) as we move through the
higher speed bandings.
In the following sections, speed bandings are shown as in the right hand plot above – shown here alongside
the more detailed plot to allow easy comparisons with the plots below.
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5.1.3

Individual provider performance

[]
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5.2 Consumer services quality analysis
5.2.1

Overall

Figure 8 – Overall quality variation for consumer services
We can now consider the services themselves – web browsing, voice and streaming video – in aggregate, it’s
clear that digital supply chains have to operate very well indeed for a consumer to be likely to judge their
overall service Excellent. At an Excellent service level, mean dVoC scores are in the high 70s, indicating near
perfect digital supply chain behaviour, with very few instances of poor quality service to disturb that. By
contrast, at the other end of the scale, we see the typical dVoC some way below the point where consumers
might be expected to give up (<60) with very high variability – up to almost 20 minutes of poor quality in a
typical hour. This is entirely consistent with the definition of Terrible in the survey previously carried out – ‘I
can’t rely on my service at all for the things I want to do’.
Nonetheless, some reduction of overall service quality, and noticeable instances of poor quality (a few
minutes in the hour) are tolerated with the context of a Good experience, with a significant drop in dVoC and
a significant increase in variability needed before the service is likely to be deemed Frustrating.
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5.2.2

Overall across access speed groupings

0-10Mbps

10-30Mbps

>30Mbps

Figure 9 – Quality variation across speed bandings
Taking the results in §5.2.1 above, we can break those down across the speed bandings previously discussed.
The primary result from this is that we see very similar results when we compare each quality category
across each speed bandings. This suggests that, from a consumer perspective, ‘good is good is good’,
regardless of the package or line speed achieved. Thus we would not expect consumers to have differing
opinions of what a high-quality service looks like, regardless of whether it’s delivered over a slow legacy
service or cutting edge hyper-fast broadband – it’s the quality and consistency of the services consumed that
counts, not the raw access speed of the line.
Within the definitions used here, sub-30Mbps packages generally relate to ADSL services and superfast
packages to FTTC/VDSL and cable, etc. As might be expected, a similar result is seen across package types (as
opposed to achieved line speed), supporting the conclusions suggested above.
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5.2.3

Per application overall

Voice

Video

Browsing

Figure 10 – Quality variation across consumer services
Reinforcing the conclusion that perception of service quality is the critical factor, we do see some significant
variation in what ‘good’ means when overall quality is broken down by the three services considered.
Essentially, these results show that consumers have different tolerances for poor behaviour with difference
services. If we consider voice, it’s obvious that here is almost no tolerance for even a few moments of poor
quality, if the service is to be judged Good or better, with correspondingly high dVoC scores.
That sets a very high standard for digital supply chain performance to deliver a high-quality voice service, but
perhaps that is not surprising. As consumers, our experience of fixed-line (PSTN-based) voice services is that
they are near perfect, both in terms of call quality and consistency. If VoIP services are marketed to replace
those ‘legacy’ services, it may not be surprising that consumer expectations of quality do not drop, just
because they are now using their broadband line and IP to transport their call, rather than the PSTN.
The results for video and browsing show that not quite such high standards are demanded, and this is again
not surprising. With video, for example, it’s only fairly recently that broadband-delivered video is being seen
as a replacement for linear broadcasting and consumer expectations may well reflect that. Understanding
changes in consumer tolerance as this market shifts is clearly an area of potential interest.
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5.2.4
Urban

By geography
Rural

Figure 11 – Quality variation between urban and rural locations
The results shown in §5.2.1 above can be separated into subscriber analysis from urban and rural areas 7 of
the UK.
With the apparent exception of the Terrible category, we see the same story as for §5.2.2 above – likely
consumer perception of what ‘good’ means does not change between urban and rural environments.
In fact, the differences seen in the Terrible category do not relate to any expected difference in consumers’
perception, but rather the degree of poor performance seen by some rural users. For a service to be deemed
Excellent, the quality must be better than a certain level – i.e. there is no upper limit to how good it can be.
Conversely, for Terrible, there is no lower bound – if the service quality is sufficiently poor, often enough,
then it will correlate to the Terrible category. For rural users here, there is even more time spent
experiencing very poor quality than for urban consumers – 25 minutes in a typical hour as opposed to
around 15 minutes.

7

Definitions for urban and rural areas are taken from the ONS 2011 Census data. BbFix subscriber post codes were then matched
against these areas using Geolytix data from their open census data pack, creating the split between urban and rural datasets used in
the results above.
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6

Impairment analysis

Having seen that there are many instances of less than perfect quality, with varying levels of consistency,
this section now looks at the underlying reasons for that. Using the digital supply chain description from §3
above, we look at where issues are occurring that could be expected to lower consumers’ perceptions of
their service quality as a result of consistently poor performance or variability.
Throughout this section, we’re considering the Underperforming results from those presented above, i.e.
when it’s going wrong for a consumer and examining why that is happening. This is not to say that poor
behaviours do not occur in the Performing categories as well, just that they are not severe enough to have a
major impact on a consumer’s perception of their service.
The four categories where underperformance is highlighted are those introduced in §3 above. To recap:
Home:

The consumer’s home environment, consisting of the router or device supplied by their
broadband provider, along with Wi-Fi or other mechanisms within the home, through
which the consumer connects to the Internet.

Access:

The broadband provider’s local infrastructure – physically connecting the consumer to
the provider’s network, often along with many other consumers in that geographic
area.

ISP:

The regional and national networks of the broadband provider, upstream of the local
infrastructure considered in the Access segment.

Upstream: Other network providers and content providers that form the part of the digital supply
chain between the broadband provider and the content itself.
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6.1 Overall for four largest providers

Figure 12 – Digital supply chain underperformance
This first result considers where the issues lie in the digital supply chains seen overall, aggregated across the
consumer services analysed. The percentages explain the impact on overall service quality of that particular
area. So if ‘Home’ is shown as 50%, that means that 50% of the issues seen that affect quality, across the
entirety of the digital supply chains, are in the home environment as defined above. Another way of looking
at this would be to say that if underperformance in the home was fixed, then that would solve 50% of the
problems that cause the service to be considered as Underperforming.
With that in mind, we see:
•

Close to 20% of issues occur in Home and are thus likely to be due to either Wi-Fi problems or
routers that are otherwise not performing well;

•

Around 65% of issues are seen in the providers’ domains – with a somewhat higher proportion in
the Access (e.g. congestion) than in the core of the provider (the ISP segment);

•

Some 15% or so of issues are Upstream – in other providers’ infrastructures or due to the content
providers themselves.

The following sections break these results down into more detail.
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6.1.1

Across speed bandings

Figure 13 – Digital supply chain underperformance across speed bandings
Looking first across speed bandings, we see only small changes for Access in the causes of underperforming
services as we move to higher speeds. This again underlines that speed alone is not a cure for poor quality,
although as discussed above and in previous work, it is a dominant factor below about 10Mbps.
Within the digital supply chains analysed, we can see that a major proportion of the issues remain within the
domain of the broadband providers (Access and ISP) with a moderate proportion in Home – where
consumers may themselves be able to take action to improve their digital experience quality.
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6.1.2

Across providers

[]
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6.2 By application

Figure 14 – Digital supply chain underperformance across consumer services
Looking at reasons for underperformance for each service, we see broadly similar underlying causes. This
suggests that action taken to address the causes of underperformance seen above would have a general
effect on improving services across the board.
Only by analysing the entirety of the digital supply chains involved delivering these services to consumers,
can such a conclusion be drawn and can the effect of any resulting action be fully seen and understood.
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6.3 By geography

Figure 15 – Digital supply chain underperformance in rural and urban areas
As might be expected, there is a substantially greater incidence of poor service quality for rural consumers.
Here, as in §5.2.4 above, the primary causes of the issues are seen in the Access and ISP segments of the
digital supply chains. However, action that consumers themselves may be able to take in the home, e.g. to
improve Wi-Fi coverage, could yield swift and noticeable results without significant changes or
improvements elsewhere in the digital supply chains.
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7

SME analysis

In this section, three common business services are considered, relevant for both homeworkers and SMEs.
No surveys were carried out of an SME base, rather the correlations derived from Actual Experience analysis
and consumer surveys (see §2.1 above) have been extended here to consider these business-focussed
services.

7.1 SME services quality analysis
7.1.1

Overall

Figure 16 – SME service quality variation

This additional section deals with three common SME services, analysed over the same consumer broadband
packages as for the previous results. This work was included due to the relevance of home workers and
others who may have reason to use consumer broadband for services typically associated with business use.
It’s immediately obvious that there is a high level of variation between the services. For video conferencing,
quality should generally be considered acceptable, albeit with a high frequency of quality issues – around 5
minutes in the hour – that would likely suggest occasional frustrations with such a service. In comparison
with the results above, this would correlate to the better end of the Frustrating category. It’s perhaps not
surprising that this is the best performing of the three, since it makes somewhat similar demands on
providers’ infrastructure as some consumer video services.
Thin client services, delivered over a VPN as is typically seen for home workers, does not fare well, with the
typical performance hovering close to a dVoC of 60 – suggesting an often difficult experience of that service
with poor quality events to be expected at a slightly higher rate than for video conferencing.
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For the cloud service, the picture is even worse, with low mean dVoC scores and extremely high incidences
of poor quality. This plot is an aggregate across the four major UK providers and this result is heavily
influenced by the behaviours seen for subscribers using broadband from two of them (see Figure 19 below),
where parts of the digital supply chain in mainly the Upstream segment show behaviours that seriously
impact the quality of the service. This deeper analysis is shown in §7.2 below.
Overall, these results suggest that the use of consumer broadband services to support some business
services/applications could result in lower than expected performance; the reasons for this being discussed
in the following section.
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7.1.2

Across providers
Provider Group 1

Provider Group 2

Figure 17 – SME service quality variation across providers
When we consider a provider view of these services, we see very substantial variation in both typical quality
– the mean dVoC scores – and the incidences of poor quality that users could expect.
For Group 1, typical dVoC scores are in the high 60s to high 70s, indicating services that are usable, albeit it
some way from ideal. The reasons for that are exposed in poor quality time results that show a few minutes
per hour of issues might be expected.
For Group 2, we see significant quality issues with some services. Video conferencing fairs best, albeit with a
fairly high variability of around 5+ minutes of poor quality in a typical hour. The dVoC score for thin client
suggests that this would be a challenging service for consumers to successfully use, with a high level of poor
quality events – around 10 minutes in the hour. For the cloud product, the results can only be interpreted as
the service being unusable – very low quality as a result of an extraordinarily high level of problems – over
90% of the time in both cases. Given that both these providers are capable of delivering high quality services
to consumers, as seen in the sections above, it might be expected that the issues seen are not due to
problems in their respective infrastructures, but rather elsewhere in the digital supply chains. This is in fact
the case, and is considered in §7.2 below.
Results like this, and their underlying causes, emphasise the importance of considering the digital supply
chains end-to-end when looking for a true understanding of service quality – in no way can broadband
access speed be considered a proxy for quality here.
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7.2 Impairment analysis for SME services
In §7.1 above, we saw significant variation and instances of poor quality for SME services. These results
consider the reasons for that for each application and for each provider.

7.2.1

By application

Figure 18 – Digital supply chain underperformance for SME services
Figure 20 shows digital supply chain behaviours that affect SME service quality, for those consumers falling
into the Underperforming category. For easy comparison, the consumer services considered above are
shown on the left of the plot. We can see that for SME services, the Upstream segment contributes
proportionally more to quality problems than for consumer services.
The following section breaks this down further into specific providers.
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7.2.2

By provider

Figure 19 – Provider underperformance for SME services
Group 1 consumers, who generally see better SME service quality, are affected by behaviours that are
mostly in the Access part of their digital supply chains. This is consistent with where issues were seen for
consumer services and supports the conclusion that improvement in this area would have a generally
positive impact across multiple services.
Consumers with Group 2 broadband would expect to see lower levels of quality for the SME services
considered here, especially for the cloud service, where the incidences of poor quality look sufficient for
users to consider that service unusable for much of the time (Figure 19 above). However, the reasons for this
exist in the upstream part of their digital supply chains, which explains why these providers are able to
deliver generally good quality services, but for the cloud service specifically, behaviours outside of their
infrastructures cause significant problems for consumers. Underlying data suggests that this is caused by an
upstream network provider that the Group 2 providers route through to reach the cloud provider’s
infrastructure.
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8

Summary and conclusions

Previous work with Ofcom and others has demonstrated that Actual Experience’s analysis both predicts and
correlates with users’ opinion of service quality. In addition, the causes of occasionally or consistently poor
quality have been identified through analysis of a statistically significant sample of UK broadband
consumers.
The results presented here build on that basis, showing how consumers would be expected to perceive a
variety of Internet services, across providers, access speed bands and geographic areas. Having set out this
digital experience quality ‘benchmark’, detail is then provided as to why – the reasons for variable or
consistently poor quality right across the digital supply chains used by UK consumers.
Quality is described using two measures – digital Voice of the Customer (dVoC) scoring and the proportion of
time for which a consumer would expect to see poor quality. The dVoC provides an average over the
measurement period – a quality baseline – whereas the poor quality time explains what this means in terms
of typical usage. These latter results are presented as the number of minutes in a typical hour that a
consumer might expect to see poor quality. Such a characterisation suggests that a consumer would rarely
see a full length film play through without any problems at all.
The concept of the digital supply chain is critical to understanding why this is the case. The four simplified
segments described here – Home, Access, ISP and Upstream all are seen to contribute to poor quality,
sometimes with common effects between services and sometimes with effects from one part of the supply
chain overwhelmingly affecting a single service. These types of results consistently show that, in order to
understand the quality experienced by consumers, the entire digital supply chain must be considered. Just to
consider the effects from a single part not only distorts the overall evaluation of quality, but risks missing the
areas that are making the biggest difference to consumers.
Balancing that general conclusion, it’s clear that access speed does have an effect on overall quality, but only
up to a point. Below 10Mbps, access speed is generally (but not exclusively) the dominant factor in
determining consumer quality. Above that point, other factors are dominant, sometimes overwhelmingly so,
in determining the ultimate quality of a service. Here, the principles above become critical – the whole
digital supply chain must be considered to understand not only the quality seen, but what can be done about
it.
These reasons behind the quality results – a dataset able to inform decisions to improve services – are
presented in a simple form in this report, with some examples of additional detail in Appendix A, below.
Impacts on consumer experience are seen from right across the digital supply chains, with varying
magnitudes depending on provider, service and other factors. Wi-Fi in the consumer home continues to be a
generally obvious and perhaps simple area for improvement, along with providers’ environments. Behaviour
across parts of the Internet upstream from broadband providers varies in effect from negligible to
overwhelming, depending on the service and broadband provider considered.
In summary, UK consumer services with access speeds above 10Mbps are generally good, but with a variety
of effects from different parts of Internet digital supply chains reducing the quality and increasing the
variability of consumers’ experience. SME services are less well supported over residential broadband lines,
and in some cases very poor quality is consistently seen.
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Now that proven methods have been established, it is the recommendation of this report that a common,
independent dataset be established to benchmark service quality for broadband consumers in the UK and
beyond. With such a dataset, the underlying analyses of digital supply chains would enable informed
decisions to be taken about how quality can be improved for consumers and where focus, investment and
action can be directed to achieve the best outcome for the consumers and stakeholders:
•

For consumers, a simple and clear understanding of broadband in their local area enables fast
individual action when for example WiFi issues are affecting digital experience quality and ultimately
the ability to choose the best provider for their specific needs;

•

For providers, analysis of such a dataset assists with understanding of the effects of the end-to-end
digital supply chain on their customers and where time, effort and investment can be focused to
improve quality and differentiation;

•

For national stakeholders at the regulatory and policy level, a data-driven analysis of digital
experience quality across digital Britain can assist with meaningful commitments and investment
focus to improve Internet delivery to consumers. It will provide an understanding of small business
capability to compete in an increasingly digital marketplace and of the effect of provider strategies
on consumers and business. Beyond broadband services it can inform spectrum allocation and the
global digital competitiveness of the United Kingdom.
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Appendix A – Specific examples of quality-affecting behaviour
As well as the production of digital VoC scores and poor quality time results, Actual Experience’s analysis
provides a rich insight into the digital supply chains connecting users and content.
The analysis of these digital supply chains delivers an understanding of the behaviours – be they transitory or
systemic – that affect the quality of the services consumed. The examples below show commonly seen
issues that harm quality and thus, as seen in the results above, consumer perception of Internet services.
These are ‘Supplier Management’ and ‘Supplier Behaviour’ dashboards, which show the digital supply chains
ordered in terms of the parties and devices most contributing to poor quality.

Figure 20 – Supplier Management dashboard
Figure 22 above shows how the responsibility for poor quality is rarely, if ever, in a single element of the
digital supply chain. The red blocks indicate the qualitative responsibility in each area for the reduction in the
dVoC. However, it can be seen that some areas have a significantly greater impact than others with respect
to the quality of the service. It is here that efforts to improve performance would have the greatest effect on
service quality.
Actual supplier names have been removed in this example. For products 1 and 2, consumers would be
expected to experience very poor quality (dVoC scores in the 40s), in spite of the fact that the digital supply
chains are capable of delivering what is essentially a perfect service (Potential Quality scores in the 80s). For
product 3, we see that perceived quality would be essentially perfect (>80), even though the digital supply
chain is seeing some behaviours that drop its performance from a maximum of over 90. A human user
wouldn’t notice this difference, so for this product, the digital supply chain is quite possibly over-engineered
and the providers may be able to remove some cost from that set of infrastructures, without compromising
the quality of the service they deliver.
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For the Supplier Behaviour examples below, we are able to see devices in the digital supply chain as opposed
to organisations. The greatest impact comes from those at the top of the list, with lesser impacts further
down. This ordering assists interested parties in a detailed understanding of where to focus time and effort
both to resolve quality issues and systematically improve quality.
Supplier-identifying addresses have been blanked out.

Figure 21 – Provider router affecting service quality
This example shows the provider router as the primary cause of quality issues – almost 40% of the overall
problem. This particular result suggests that this may be due to poor Wi-Fi performance – either as a result
of local conditions (e.g. the consumer is far from the router in a thick-walled house) or misconfiguration, or
simply an old router with legacy Wi-Fi standards, unable to cope with the demands of the consumer’s usage.
From the user’s perspective, this isn’t causing a huge issue though – the average dVoC score is in the mid-70s
(the top right number in the screenshot), equating to a high level of quality, albeit not perfect.
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Figure 22 – Network device significantly affecting service quality
Here, we see a network device in an upstream provider (identified by the obscured address) grossly
responsible for the quality issues being experienced by the consumer.
In this instance, we see a significant spread of latencies and significant loss that would imply queue backlogs
and substantial delays in a fully utilised resource. In other words, the device is likely suffering from severe
congestion – something well understood and able to be remediated now that it’s apparent that this
behaviour is mostly (almost 60%) responsible for the quality issues seen by consumers.
For a user, this has a significant impact – the dVoC score in the mid-40s is low enough to suggest many users
would see this service as unusable. Thus this is behaviour that should be considered important to address,
especially since it sits within an upstream provider’s infrastructure and thus likely affects many end users
consuming services that pass though this device.
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Figure 23 – Content server solely affecting service quality
In this final example, it is the server in the content provider’s infrastructure that is solely responsible for
quality issues. This is an example of where the broadband provider is not at all responsible for the issues
seen by their customers, unless they are able to influence the content provider themselves.
From the user perspective, the impact here is noticeable, with the dVoC of 69 suggesting that a typical
perception would be of a usable service, but one that suffers from quite frequent issues, likely creating an
irritating or frustrating experience.
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Appendix B – Relative effects of common points of impairment
With the results presented for any user, or group of users, it’s important to understand that the
contributions from different parts of the digital supply chain are relative. Building on the concepts in
Appendix A – Specific examples of quality-affecting behaviour, above, this can mean that many consumers
are affected by the behaviour of a common node (e.g. within the content provider or a core network
provider), but the magnitude of effect on digital experience quality may be very different for each, because
other parts of the digital supply chain are more or less dominant in determining each consumer’s
experience.
A simple example might be if two consumers were trying to access the same content, over the same
provider’s broadband service. There’s a common issue with the content provider that means quality of
delivery is affected. However, Consumer A has very poor Wi-Fi connectivity in their home, whereas
Consumer B’s Wi-Fi is excellent. End-to-end analysis of the digital supply chains would show the Wi-Fi issue
as the dominant effect for Consumer A, whereas the content provider’s behaviour would be seen as the
dominant effect for Consumer B, given that everything else is working well.
This underlines the paramount importance of considering digital supply chains end-to-end. Without that
approach, it’s simply not possible to understand the effect that various providers have on overall digital
experience quality.

The example overleaf illustrates this point in more detail. Here, we see the effect of a core network node,
common to four consumers, with the same content being considered for each.
The effect of that node’s behaviour on each consumer’s digital experience quality varies markedly between
each consumer, because of relative effects elsewhere in each one’s unique digital supply chain. Figure 26
shows the identification of the specific device – here in the Upstream segment of each consumer’s digital
supply chain. Looking at each consumer in turn – A through D – we can see the the relative impact of this
node’s behaviour becomes less and less, but that is not correlated with the consumers’ overall dVoC scores,
relative to each other. The relative impact of this device’s behaviour ranges from just under 18% to just over
2% of the issues affecting the consumer’s digital experience quality.
Looking at the digital supply chain overall in Figure 27, we can see which areas, for each consumer, have the
greatest impact on them. In each case we see that different parts of the digital supply chain are dominant in
degrading digital experience quality, something that only becomes clear when the supply chain is considered
end-to-end. This methodology illustrates why that complete view is so important – a supplier acting in
isolation may take action to fix a perceived problem that has little effect on consumers – because the
dominant issue affecting them is elsewhere, or conversely, may simply not see an issue that is, in fact,
causing a significant impact on their customer’s experience.
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Figure 24 – Relative effects of core node behaviour on four different consumers

Figure 25 – Differing digital supply chain impacts on digital experience quality
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Appendix C – Methodology
Measurements taken
Deployment of Digital Users is by centralised push from within the customer environment (the norm for
enterprise deployments) or a download link (for consumer deployments), or by distribution of Raspberry Pi
or similar devices. DUs run invisibly as Windows or Mac services or Linux Daemons (iOS and Android variants
road-mapped) and are blind to any user activity. No user or application payload information is seen,
captured, stored or transmitted by the DUs.
DUs are ‘targeted' at content of interest with respect to users’ digital experience quality. Thus DUs generally
access application information in the same way as a user. No additional set-up is necessary – integration
with network or server resources is not required.
What does the Digital User actually do?
DUs make a number of measurements at the network layer and a number at the application layer. These
measurements are all made over the specific digital supply chain that sits between the users and the content
they are consuming. Very few resources are consumed by these measurements – a few hundred bps at the
network level and a few 10s of kB at the application layer over a period of a few minutes.
DUs use standard Internet protocols for these measurements: ICMP, TCP and HTTP. From these lightweight
measurements, various standard technical metrics are derived: round-trip time, packet loss, response time,
content size, and goodput.

Figure 26 – Actual Experience measurement data-flow
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Quantification of experience
The standard technical metrics derived from lightweight measurements using standard Internet protocols
are transformed into digital Voice of the Customer scores for each specific target, regardless of whether the
user is actually using that service.
This is a very powerful feature of the analysis that entirely separates ‘real’ user activity from the ability to
understand the consumer experience of any service. This is important both from a privacy and data
protection perspective – no user information is ever stored, inspected or otherwise examined and also from
the point of statistically relevant results; the dVoC for any application of interest can be quantified from any
location, regardless of actual user activity.
The specific transformations (from technical metrics to dVoC) are the outcome of research undertaken by
Professor Jonathan Pitts that has resulted in a generalised Mean Opinion Score (MOS) methodology that
Actual Experience terms the dVoC score.
The MOS concept
Throughout much of the twentieth century, the quality of speech transmission was a focus for the
engineering design of telephony networks. For example, “Telephonic Intelligibility” was the subject of an
article published in 1910 in Philosophical Magazine. By the 1950s, researchers in the British Post Office had
developed and published engineering design schemes that combined the performance rating of speech
transmission links with the user evaluation of telephony service, i.e. aggregates of these links providing endto-end service in operational networks.
In the 1980s, the Consultative Committee for International Telegraphy and Telephony (now the ITU-T) was
recommending the use of the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) as a method to quantify the subjective
assessments of speech transmission quality. The subjective assessments (e.g. excellent, good, fair, etc.)
made by individuals were given scores (on a scale of 1 to 4, or 1 to 5) and averaged to give the MOS. By the
late 1990s, the ITU-T had published a computational model that related several transmission parameters to
the conversational quality of telephony, as expressed by MOS. This provided a reliable substitute for human
scores, enabling automated systems to be used to measure, manage and improve call quality in telephone
networks.
The research undertaken by Professor Jonathan Pitts, co-founder of Actual Experience and a professor at
QMUL, has resulted in a method that relates key end-to-end technical measurements to the perception of
the performance of any networked software application. Actual Experience calls this generalised MOS
methodology the digital Voice of the Customer, reflecting the outside-in, user-focused nature of the analysis.
Quantification of line-rate
Line-rate is quantified using a standard estimation method called the size-delay method. This makes use of
different sized ICMP packets, which take slightly different times to be clocked out over a fixed line-speed.
The differences in minimum round-trip times can be processed to estimate the line-speeds at each hop.
Using the TTL expired capability means that, because the ICMP packet response is a fixed size, both
outbound and inbound speeds can be evaluated. The methodology is referred to as Variable Packet Size
Probing 8.

8

Review paper by Prasad, R.; Dovrolis, C.; Murray, M.; Claffy, K., "Bandwidth estimation: metrics, measurement techniques, and
tools," in Network, IEEE , vol.17, no.6, pp.27-35, Nov.-Dec. 2003
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Comparison to ‘speed test’ concepts
Standard 'speed test' methods transfer a large file to/from a nearby server in order to quantify the
bottleneck link capacity in both directions. This data transfer co-exists with other traffic in the digital supply
chain to the nearby server and, because its purpose is to fill the bottleneck link, is likely to cause temporary
congestion at that link for any other services sharing parts, or all, of that digital supply chain. This
methodology uses the maximum upload and download speeds obtained during the data transfers as
estimates for the line-rate.
By contrast, the size-delay method uses a much smaller volume of packets to achieve a line-rate estimate.
However, both methodologies are sampling the digital supply chain when there might be other traffic
present. For both methodologies this introduces errors into the estimates, errors that can only be minimized
by repeated sampling. That said, the size-delay method has the potential to give more accurate access linerate results, since bottlenecks upstream from the provider access will not affect the results.
Digital supply chain enumeration
DUs make one other set of measurements – based on ICMP – which is similar to the conventional
'traceroute' process. This uses the TTL count in an IP packet to elicit a TTL-expired-in-transit message from an
intermediate router along the path from DU to the target application server. The TTL-expired-in-transit
message supplies the IP address of routers along the path.
Provider determination
IP addresses obtained from ICMP TTL-expired-in-transit responses are matched against published CIDR
prefixes in order to identify the layer 3 device sending the ICMP responses. This process enables broadband
providers to be identified and confirmed. If a DU is mobile and makes use of multiple broadband providers,
then the Analytics Cloud filters out any measurements that do not conform to the expected CIDR prefixes for
the home broadband provider.
Impairment analysis
The round-trip time from a TTL-expired-in-transit message gives an indication of whether the path up to a
node, or the node itself, is suffering from resource exhaustion. The specific value of the round-trip time is
not in itself a reliable metric because the generation of ICMP responses is typically a low priority activity for
networked devices (although the forwarding of packets, whether ICMP or otherwise, is "business as usual"
for a router). However, the very fact that ICMP response generation is a low priority activity means that it
amplifies resource exhaustion when it occurs. Hence, it is possible, with sophisticated analytics, to quantify
the contribution that a section of the path makes to impairing the dVoC score for a service.
Diagnostic traces are used to derive measurements for this analysis through a sampled process, triggered
from the Digital User. Hence the diagnostic trace measurement data is interpreted in the context of the DU's
end-to-end dVoC scores. Analysis of these diagnostic trace measurements then builds a picture of end-toend dVoC score variability.
A summary of behaviour to devices on the digital supply chain is built, based on many data evaluations. Note
that the specific values are not reliable, hence the approach taken filters out both consistent biases as well
as spurious noise-like activity, carefully disambiguating the contributions of devices along the digital supply
chain, using a proprietary filtering process.
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The impairment attribution to a device is expressed as a proportion, between 0 and 1, of the difference
between the best and mean dVoC scores for the DU. Hence the attribution can also be expressed as an
impairment score, on the same scale as the dVoC score. These impairment scores (attributed to a device) are
aggregated across the set of DUs for each of their targets where the enumeration of their digital supply
chains includes that device, over a specified time period. The result is an estimated mean impairment score
attribution to the device, and expresses the contribution the device makes to the score variability
experienced end-to-end across the set of DUs in those digital supply chains.
Devices are allocated to an area of responsibility in the supply chain (e.g. home, access, backhaul, upstream),
and their mean impairment scores are summable to give a time-weighted mean score for each area of
responsibility. Hence, the results for each area of responsibility are on a scale consistent with the dVoC
score, and summarise the contribution each area makes to reducing the mean dVoC from the best score that
can be achieved. Typically, the results are presented in terms of their relative proportions in bar charts in
this report. The time-weighted summability of the impairment score ensures that individual contributions do
not disproportionately affect the overall results.
Note that for the BbFix project deployment, the impairment attribution process results in a typical volume of
data evaluations in the Analytics Cloud of approx. 10 million per hour.
Impairment allocation
Actual Experience employs two separate procedures to ensure that its cloud-based analytics service does
not mis-allocate impairments: the first is technical and is based on the analytical methodology employed,
the second is commercial and is based on the evidence of successful remediation of digital experience
quality problems with our customers.
1. The technical process addresses two separate, but related, issues: how much impairment is there, and
who is responsible for that impairment?
Quantifying impairment involves two steps: first, evaluating the dVoC score (which has end-to-end
significance) and how it varies, and secondly, evaluating the behaviour to devices along the digital supply
chain. This involves many data evaluations in conjunction with a suite of filtering processes that carefully
disambiguate device contributions and remove both consistent biases and spurious noise-like activity. The
outcome is an impairment score that expresses the proportion of the end-to-end dVoC score variability that
can be attributed with confidence to a device in the digital supply chain.
Attributing impairment responsibility also involves two steps: first, the digital supply chain enumeration
provides the IP addresses of devices along the path (and hence locates the impairment score contribution),
and secondly the IP addresses are grouped by CIDR prefix ranges into known suppliers. The outcome is a
weighted mean impairment score that expresses the proportion of end-to-end dVoC score variability
attributable with confidence to each supplier.
2. The commercial process relates to the practice of applying Actual Experience's service to quantify and
locate digital experience quality problems, and then to follow through with the actions taken by our
customers (or their suppliers) to remediate in the locations pinpointed by our analysis.
The cloud-based analytics service reports responsibility for impairments both at supplier and at device levels.
In both cases, this reporting is ordered by the significance of the impairment impact on what end-users
notice with the particular application being analysed. This ordering provides an action list (remediation
required immediately) and a watch list (remediation may be required at some future date).
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The outcome of addressing the devices on the action list is the remediation of the digital experience quality
problems. Our customer examples demonstrate pinpoint diagnostic accuracy in LAN, access, core, data
centre network, and server infrastructures. Typically the evidence of successful remediation is the cessation
of trouble tickets. We have examples where global enterprises have had large volumes of daily trouble
tickets (for six months or more), have spent large amounts of money attempting to remediate using
conventional techniques (only to find the trouble ticket volumes continue), and then have acted on our
cloud-based impairment analytics to find that the trouble ticket flow completely stops.
Device behaviour analysis
For devices along the path that are diagnosed as impairing the dVoC, the round-trip time and loss metrics to
these devices are presented graphically. Notwithstanding the reliability of the metrics (in terms of their
absolute values), the relative patterns of behaviour can be indicative of specific modes of impairment at
devices. For example, loss due to traffic conditioning and delay due to queue build at a bottlenecked link
have quite different and identifiable behaviour patterns. For example, traffic conditioning has a distinctive
loss spike, with little or no delay variability (unless also associated with a traffic shaping function). In
contrast, queue congestion has a much broader spread of delay (depending on the size of buffer "bloat" in
the device) with increased loss occurring at higher delay values.
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Appendix D – Sample individual analyses

Figure 27 – Quality issues across a sample user group
Figure 29 shows the impairment analysis from a sample group of consumers, and illustrates the areas of
behaviour that affect their digital experience quality in each digital supply chain. It can be seen that the
contributions from each of the four segments vary significantly and, again, that an end-to-end view of the
entire digital supply chain is required to understand each consumer’s digital experience quality.

